Afsha penalty gives Egypt narrow win over Lebanon

"We were able to win and that's the most important thing. In the coming matches, we have to improve"
By Sports Reporter
Muscat, Oman

Oman’s rallying icon Nasser Al-Attiyah will be the title favourite when Oman Rally Sohar International 2021 gets underway with a ceremonious start at Al-Qurum from 6pm to evening.

Organised by the Oman Automobile Association, the 34-stage event is the final round of the 2021 FIA Middle East Rally Championship has attracted international crews. It will also serve as a vital section and a further 11, who will tackle the second and third rounds of the Oman Rally Championship.

Al-Attiyah and his co-driver Matthieu Baumel steered the wheel of their Toyota Hilux, last month won 30th Abu Dhabi Desert Challenge.

The three specials are underway at 09.33hrs.

The three tests are repeated in the afternoon before another regroup for honours in the Oman Rally Championship section that runs from 17.17km and Nakhal (19.26km) to Al-Attiyah title favourite when Al-Attiyah is the firm favourite for overall honours in the Oman Rally Sohar International 2021.

While 17-time regional rally champion al-Attiyah is the firm favourite when Al-Attiyah is the firm favourite for overall honours in the Oman Rally Sohar International 2021.

Slight revisions to the route for tomorrow’s action with organisers said in Muscat yesterday the new test is a superb piece of fi elding by Kyle Mayers.

Karunaratne, who made six before he was run out trailing by just three runs. But they lost Dimuth Karunaratne was man of the match in the fi rst Test with scores of 147 and 83 but paid the price for attempting a quick early single as Mayers ran him out. It broke a two-session drought for Mendis, with Angelo Mathews out with a hamstring injury, losing two early wickets was a massive blow for Sri Lanka. They have never lost a home Test to W est Indies. Earlier, off-spinner Mendis bowled out the W est Indies, but the hosts stumbled after returning to bat in the second T est yesterday.

The W est Indies fell apart against the bounce of Directors, is not convinced of the new ball, though Mendis was denied a seventh wicket when wicketkeeper Dinesh Chandimal dropped Keshorn Merville on eight.

The whereabouts of Peng were all out for 253 after tea – a lead of 49. The W est Indies captain Kraigg Brathwaite.

The W est Indies failed to make any impression as the W est Indies only had 119 to defend. The W est Indies total was 294, which was 176 runs less than Sri Lanka.

Mendis scalps six wickets}
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Morocco’s soccer team qualified for the FIFA World Cup after a 3-0 win over South Africa. The win was crucial for Morocco as it secured their qualification for the group stage. This is the third time in history that Morocco has qualified for the World Cup. The team will now face South Africa and South Korea in the group stage. The game was played at the Roi Hassen stadium in Agadir.

Hafidi nets brace in Morocco’s big win over Palestine

“We deserved this victory and it will give us motivation.”

Morocco’s Mohammad Hafidi scored a hat-trick as Morocco defeated Palestine 5-0 in the first round of the FIFA Arab Cup 2021. The match was played at the Roi Hassen stadium in Agadir.

The stadium was packed with fans who came to watch the match. The atmosphere was electric as the two teams battled for dominance.

Morocco took the lead in the 1st minute through a goal by Hafidi, assisted by Medhi Ouzalew. The goal was well-executed and set the tone for the rest of the match.

In the 3rd minute, Morocco added another goal, this time via a free kick taken by Hafidi, who found the net with precision. The goal was a demonstration of the team’s skill and coordination.

In the 10th minute, Morocco scored again, with Hafidi once again on the score sheet. The goal was a result of a well-matched passing game that left Palestine’s defense in disarray.

The second half saw Morocco continue their dominance. In the 45th minute, Hafidi struck again, this time with a powerful strike from the edge of the box. The goal was a testament to his skill and accuracy.

In the 50th minute, Morocco scored once again, with Hafidi finding the net with a clinical finish. The goal was a result of a well-executed counter-attack.

The match was well-played by both teams, with Morocco showing their superiority throughout. The fans were on their feet as they watched the match unfold, cheering and shouting for their team.

In the 65th minute, Morocco scored their fifth goal, with Hafidi once again finding the net. The goal was a result of a well-matched passing game that left Palestine’s defense in disarray.

In the 72nd minute, Palestine managed to score a goal, but it was disallowed by the referee. The goal was a result of a well-matched passing game that left Morocco’s defense in disarray.

In the 80th minute, Morocco scored once again, with Hafidi finding the net with a powerful strike from the edge of the box. The goal was a testament to his skill and accuracy.

The match ended 5-0 in favor of Morocco, with Hafidi scoring a hat-trick. The victory was a well-deserved one, as Morocco showed their superiority throughout.

In the post-match interview, Hafidi said, “We deserved this victory and it will give us motivation.” The team will now face South Africa and South Korea in the group stage. The game will be a crucial one for both teams, and the fans are eagerly waiting to see who will come out on top.

In other news, the FIFA Arab Cup 2021 is set to take place from November 29 to December 19, with 24 teams from across the Arab world competing for the title. The tournament will be held in seven host cities across Morocco, with each city hosting one group stage match.

The tournament will be a showcase of the best talent in Arab football, with teams from countries such as Saudi Arabia, Egypt, and Qatar competing for the title. The tournament is a great opportunity for the region’s top talent to showcase their skills and compete at the highest level.

In conclusion, Morocco’s victory over Palestine was a well-deserved one, as the team showed their superiority throughout the match. The victory will give them motivation for the upcoming matches, and the fans are eagerly waiting to see who will come out on top.
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Algeria ride on Boudnedjäh’s brace to thump Sudan

‘We have picked up three points and that’s what we were looking for’

By Khurram Rasul

S
sir Mr. Abdallah Hilal Al-Saddi, who played with (Qatar) football star Al Sadd, produced a shock start as Algeria launched their Group D match with a thumping 4-0 victory over Sudan in the FIFA Arab Cup. The 30-year-old forward – declared best player yesterday as Algeria thumped Sudan 4-0 to kick off the tournament opener on November 21. During the FIFA Arab Cup, Al Sadd will host four matches, including the final on December 18.

The opening saw the 21st minute after a pass fromбин Sayyed Yousuf. The score meant the start of the tournament and marked both Al Sadd’s and Al Sadd’s start. Sudanese goalkeeper Ali ended the match. The forward, outpaced by his marker, as he charged towards the Sudanese box. Sudanese keeper dived to his right to slap the ball aside, but no Sudanese goal from close range. The Frenchman commented on his side the box. Sudanese goalkeeper Ali ended the match. The forward, outpaced by his marker, as he charged towards the Sudanese box. Sudanese keeper dived to his right to slap the ball aside, but no Sudanese goal from close range.

Algeria’s excellent start snuffed out any hope of a Sudanese comeback, and they continued to dominate the game. Boubaker El Arbi Hilal Soudani made it 4-0 in the 11th minute and then added another in the 57th minute, further extending Algeria’s lead. The match ended with a final score of 4-0 in favour of Algeria.

Jaziri fuels Tunisia's Arab Cup ambitions

FOCUS

Jaziri fuels Tunisia's Arab Cup ambitions

The most exciting matches between now and the final are going to be between Algeria and Tunisia. The two teams have had an exciting rivalry in recent years, and both have been preparing for the Arab Cup with great anticipation. Jaziri spoke about the team’s upcoming match against Tunisia, which he described as a crucial game.

Speaking to FIFACom after the match, Jaziri said: “There’s no doubt that Tunisia is a strong team. We have to be prepared for the match and focus on the details. We have to show our best football and be ready for anything.”

Jaziri praised his team’s performance yesterday, saying: “We played well and deserved the victory. The team worked hard and showed great determination.”

He then returned to his home country, where he was met by supporters and journalists. The Tunisian star was delighted with the victory and said: “It’s a great feeling to win such an important match. We played well and showed our qualities.”

The victory was a great boost for Tunisia, who are looking to qualify for the round of 16. Jaziri said: “We are confident and focused on the next match. We will continue to work hard and aim for the best result.”

Tunisia is currently in third place in Group D, with four points from two matches. They will face Algeria in their next match, which is crucial for both teams. Tunisia is determined to qualify for the round of 16, and Jaziri and his teammates are ready to challenge the Algerians.

The Tunisian team is led by a strong leadership group, with Jaziri at the forefront. The team is young and full of talent, and they are determined to make a mark in the tournament.

Speaking of his individual performance, Jaziri said: “I’m happy with my performance and I think we can do better in the upcoming matches. The team is working hard and we are confident in our abilities.”

Tunisia’s next match will be against Saudi Arabia, who are currently at the top of the group. A win for Tunisia would put them in a good position for the round of 16. Jaziri said: “We are looking forward to the match and will do our best to get a positive result.”

Jaziri’s performance was crucial for Tunisia’s victory, and he is expected to play an important role in the upcoming matches. The Tunisian team is determined to qualify for the round of 16 and Jaziri is a key player in achieving that goal.